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Hamilton discovered the analogy between the wave-optics of Huyms and 

the motions of a mechanical system subject to holonomic constraints and 

subjected to forces that can be represented by a potential function. 

‘lhis famous discovery has directed the progress of analytical dynamics 

for a whole century. 

l’heories of li&t continued to develop. Cauchy was the first to set 

the problem on the corresponding extension of the optical-mechanical 

analw. In this article we establish the analoff/ between the mathematical 

theory of 1iRht of Cauchy and the stable motion of holonomic, conservative 

mechanical systems [ 1 1. 

Let us investigate a mechanical system subject to holonomic constraints. 

Let us denote its independent generalized (holonanic) coordinates as 

Ql’ a**, Q,, n is the nunber of degrees of freedom, pl, . . . , p, are the 

coni ugate momenta. 

For simplicity we will BSSUIW that the holonomic constraints are inde- 

pendent of time, and the forces acting on the system are represented by 

a potential fnnction U(q,, . ..) q,,) independent 

Let 

of time. 

denote twice the kinetic energy of the material system under considera- 

tion; under assumptions made, functions Rij L. gii do not depend on time 

t and may be dependent on the coordinates q,. 

Hamilton’s partial differential equation has the form 

where h represents the constant of the kinetic enerm. 
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The complete integral of the Hamilton equation (1) ia a function 

U (qi, . . ., Qn; al . . ., a,) + COJlSt, 

satisfying equation (1) and dependinn on the constants ai, . . . . a, none 
of which is arbitrary: 

and the constant of the kinetic enerffy is some function of the constants 
a t 

h = h(al, . . ..an) 

According to the well-knoun theorem of Hamilton-Jacobi, the general 
solution of the equation of motion is given by equations 

Pi = ---y ;; 9 pi=-tq+gy (i = I,. . .,n) 

where Isi are constants. 

Perturbed motions of the mechanical system are defined by different 
values of constants ai and si. 

In order to select fran amonE the possible motions of a mechanical 
system those which are stable with respect to the variables, under con- 
ditions of perturbation of only the initial values, let us investimte 
the differential equations for Poincare' variations 

dEi 

=( 
SH -iii= agjapi ij + j 
EL Ej + aaH. 
aQjaQi a-pjaqi % 

> 

(3) 

where (1, vi are variations of coordinates qi and of momenta pi, and 

H=T-lJ 
For a stable unperturbed motion, equations for Poincare'variations 

(3) represent a system of linear differential equations, reducible by 
means of a nonsinRular linear transformation of variables to a system of 
linear differential equations with constant coefficients; all the 
characteristic values of the system of independent solutions must be 
equal to zero. 

Variations of the coordinates and the nmmenta of those perturbed 
motions that are defined by variations of constants pi only, whilst the 
a. values remain fixed, will have zero characteristic values, if the un- 
ptrturbed motion is stable. 

In such perturbed motions, because of equation (2) 
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(i = I 9 - ..,n) 

Hence, taking into consideration the explicit expression for R, we 
have 

Variables qi and constants a, appearing in the ri&t-hand part of 

equation (41, must be replaced by their values corresponding to an un- 

perturbed motion. 

For a stable unperturbed motion let equation (4) be reducible by a 

nonsingular linear transformation 

with a constant determinant I’ = 11 Y iill, . 

If 5,,, . ..) [“,b = 1, . . . . /a) denote a normal system of independent 

solutions of equation (41, then 

will be the solutions of the reduced system. For a stable unperturbed 

motion all the characteristic values of the solutions (zir, l **t x,, 1 are 

zero, as we have seen, and consequently 

where C*, C are some constants different from zero. It follows from the 
last relation that for a stable perturbed motion 

(5) 

As the functions ~~~ are defined by the expression for kinetic energy 

2T = xgijpipj 

the principal diagonal minors of the discriminant 11 gi . 11 will all, 

according to the theorem of Sylvester, be positive, A an consequently 

equation (5) will he elliptic. 

let us investigate some twice differentiable function 

CD (-Id + V) 

dependent on the complete inteRra - ht + V of the Hamilton-Jacobi partial 

differential equation. 
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For a stable unperturbed motion, because of (51, (1) and (21 we have 

and consequently 

‘l&is wave equation establishes the analogy between the mathematical 
theory of light of Cauchy and the stable motions of holonanic conserva- 
tive systems. 

If, when integratiw the Hamilton equation (11, the variables can he 
separated, then conditions of stability similar to (5) could he written 
down for each canplete group of separated variables. 
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